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Surface Functionalized Anodic Aluminum Oxide
Membrane for Opto-Nanofluidic

SARS-CoV-2 Genomic Target Detection
Megan Makela , Zhihai Lin , and Pao Tai Lin

Abstract—An ultra-thin and highly sensitive SARS-CoV-
2 detection platform was demonstrated using a nano-porous
anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membrane. The mem-
brane surface was functionalized to enable efficient trap-
ping and identification of SARS-CoV-2 genomic targets
through DNA-DNA and DNA-RNA hybridization. To immo-
bilize the probe oligonucleotides on the AAO membrane,
the pore surface was first coated with the linking reagents,
3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) and glutaraldehyde
(GA), by a compact vacuum infiltration module. After that,
complementary target oligos with fluorescent modifier was
pulled and infiltrated into the nano-fluidic channels formed
by the AAO pores. The fluorescent signal applying the AAO
membrane sensors was two orders stronger than a flat glass template. In addition, the dependence between the nano-pore
size and the fluorescent intensity was evaluated. The optimized pore diameter d is 200 nm, which can accommodate
the assembled oligonucleotide and aminosilane layers without blocking the AAO nano-fluidic channels. Our DNA
functionalized membrane sensor is an accurate and high throughput platform supporting rapid virus tests, which is
critical for population-wide diagnostic applications result in a page being rejected by search engines.

Index Terms— AAO, biosensor, COVID-19, DNA, nanoporous.

I. INTRODUCTION

FROM the first incidence in Wuhan, China in late 2019 to
the official declaration of a pandemic by the World Health

Organization (WHO) less than four months later [1], [2],
the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak has
become one of the most critical public health challenges in
recent memory. To date, more than 95 million cases and
2.0 million deaths have been reported worldwide [3]. The rapid
spread of the underlying severe acute respiratory syndrome
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coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has been attributed to factors
such as its airborne routes of transmission,[4] long incubation
period and contagious times [5], and virulence [6]. The nature
of non-specific symptoms and a large number of subclinical
infections hinder the identification of cases causing unnotice-
able spread of the virus [7]. Hence, strategies for controlling
transmission have focused heavily on diagnostics, particularly
the implementation of rapid and reliable testing methods [8].
One of the standard viral diagnostic test methods is based
on reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
that detects and amplifies specific target sequences of the viral
nucleic acids. PCR kits for the SARS-CoV-2 virus have been
commercially developed and distributed [9]. Nevertheless, the
collection-to-result time for PCR tests can take days because
the analyses need to be performed by trained technicians at
a centralized laboratory. Current efforts have been directed
toward decentralization of laboratory testing and the develop-
ment of point-of-care (PoC) technologies that provide accurate
results at the point of sample collection [10]. The prepon-
derance of PoC diagnostic tests developed for COVID-19 are
immunoassays, which typically take the format of lateral flow
assays (LFAs) [11], [12]. Most LFAs are designed to detect
antibodies, utilizing colloidal gold immunochromatography
with patient blood or serum samples. These tests are extremely
rapid, typically taking less than 15 minutes to produce a
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Fig. 1. The processes of surface modification and pDNA immobiliza-
tion. (a) Functionalization of the AAO nano-pore surface with hydroxyl
groups, (b) salinization with APTMS, (c) coating with the GA layer, and
(d) immobilization with the pDNA oligonucleotides.

result, simple to administer and inexpensive to manufacture.
However, these systems have limitations including poorer
sensitivity and specificity than laboratory tests and inability to
detect early infections [13], [14]. LFAs designed for antigen
detection, the presence of viral protein in respiratory samples,
is more effective for diagnosis of acute infection, but suffer
from issues with false negatives in asymptomatic patients or
those with low viral load [15], [16].

Among various viral diagnostic platforms, optofluidic
biosensors can be miniaturized as chip-scale devices providing
advantages of convenience and rapid testing. Yet, challenges
remain in tracing low concentration genetic targets since it
requires both high sensitivity and selectivity. An attractive
approach to improve detection sensitivity is to implement
nano-porous structures that possess a large surface area, such
as an AAO membrane or porous silicon (p-Si). A biosensor
with extensive surface area creates additional binding sites to
immobilize bioreceptor molecules, thus capable of trapping a
large amount of target molecules. The increased interaction at
the interface between the sensor and analyte not only improves
the detection sensitivity, but also reduces the device footprint.
For instance, metallic or metal-coated nano-porous membranes
have been utilized in electrochemical biosensors to detect
DNA [17]–[19], protein [20], and enzymes [21], [22]. For the
same reason, dielectric nano-porous media have been applied
in numerous optofluidic sensing devices, such as single-layer
p-Si to detect binding reactions of small organic molecules,
DNA, and proteins through reflectance spectroscopy [23].
More complex devices are double-layer p-Si reflective inter-
ferometric sensors [24], multi-layered Bragg p-Si immunosen-
sors [25], and porous micro-cavities for whole blood IgG
detection [26].

Among various nano-porous media, AAO membrane is of
particular interest to optofluidic biosensing because of its easy
fabrication and high compatibility with biomaterials [27], [28].
A typical AAO membrane is a high density array consisting
of hexagonally close-packed Al2O3 cells, each with a central
cylindrical pore. It is formed through reproducible electro-
chemical self-assembly, a process that can precise controls

Fig. 2. Chemical structure of the oligonucleotides and the surface
functionalization molecules. (a) The sequence and modifier chemistry of
the pDNA molecule. (b) The Cy3-modified tDNA. RNA target is identical
to (b) except that the tyrosine (T) is replaced by uracil (U). (c) The
organosilane APTMS (d) The linker molecule GA.

characteristic structural parameters such as pore size and
density by adjusting the anodization conditions. Compared
to other complicated nano-patterning techniques like electron-
beam lithography, the fabrication of AAO is scalable, simple,
and cost-effective. Additionally, in the presence of hydroxyl
groups on the porous AAO surfaces, it can be chemically
modified and then bonded with various receptor molecules,
hence enabling specificity in genomic identification. AAO has
been used in quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) device and
integrated localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)/quartz
crystal microbalance dissipation (QCM–D) to enhance their
sensitivity [29], [30]. Improvement of detection limit and
observation of biomolecular interactions have been demon-
strated. Unlike metallic porous media and p-Si that are opaque
in the visible or near infrared, the broad optical transparency
of AAO makes it suitable for sensing application over a wide
spectral region, including the typical fluorescence detection.
Compared to the AAO assisted QCM sensor, our optical AAO
sensor applies a non-contact detection method to avoid the
noise caused by the metal contact in the QCM device. Unlike
LSPR devices that requires a broadband light source to mea-
sure the shift of the plasmon resonance wavelength, our fluo-
rescence based measurement only requires a single-wavelength
light source that simplifies the experimental set-up. These
advantages make our AAO membrane sensors an exceptional
platform for the development of PoC diagnostic devices.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Schematics of the sensor preparation and surface func-
tionalization are illustrated in Fig. 1. The AAO membranes
obtained from InRedox (Longmont, CO, USA) were fab-
ricated by aluminum electrochemical anodization methods,
using voltage and temperature to tune the resulting structural
parameters [31]. The surface of AAO nano-pores was first
functionalized by surface binding reagents, APTMS and GA,
through the layer-by-layer coating approach. Next, the probe
DNA (pDNA) was immobilized onto the nano-pores. The
chemical structures of the pDNA, target oligonucleotides
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF AAO TEMPLATES

(tDNA, RNA), APTMS, and GA are drawn in Fig. 2 (a) - (d),
respectively. During the vacuum infiltration process, a compact
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chamber was mounted onto the
AAO membrane that ensured the surface of the nano-pores was
fully wetted by the reagents. The created molecular binding
sites were designed to trap a specific oligonucleotide RNA
sequence from the SARS-CoV-2 virus nucleocapsid (N) gene,
as well as a sequence-equivalent DNA molecule.

The pDNA with sequence (5’ NH2(CH2)6 – ACC CCG
CAT TAC GTT TGG TGG ACC – 3’), the complementary
tDNA analyte (5’ Cy3 -GGT CCA CCA AAC GTA ATG
CGG GGT – 3’), and the complementary RNA analyte (5’
Cy3 - rGrGrU rCrCrA rCrCrA rArArC rGrUrA rArUrG
rCrGrG rGrGrU - 3’) were synthesized by Integrated DNA
Technologies (IDT). This probe has been identified by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for
detection of the nucleocapsid (N) gene of the SARS-CoV-2
virus and used in the molecular assays for respiratory viral
testing [32]. The oligo solutions were prepared with sterilized
deionized (DI) water. APTMS and GA (50 wt% solution in
water) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA). All other reagents and solvents were laboratory grade
or better and used as received, unless otherwise stated.

A. Preparation of the AAO Membrane and Vacuum
Infiltration System

Our DNA-DNA and DNA-RNA hybridization-based biosen-
sors were fabricated by applying successive coatings of
APTMS, GA, and pDNA onto the nano-porous surface of
AAO membranes. The freestanding membranes are 50 and
100 um thick templates with a 10 mm diameter. The nano-pore
sizes range from 20 to 200 nm diameters. Table I summarizes
the corresponding pore density and porosity for each template.
In order to uniformly coat the nano-pore surface, a vacuum
infiltration system was built to pull the reagent solutions
thoroughly through the membrane. As shown in Fig. 3, a thin
AAO template was placed on top of a PDMS chamber, where
the outlet made by a hypodermic needle was connected to
a 3 mL syringe with tubing. A syringe pump was used to
pull a vacuum on the system and the PDMS chamber, thus
drawing the analytes dropped on the template’s top surface into
the fluidic channels formed by the nano-pores. The vacuum
infiltration process took only a few minutes, as the volume of
material is small. The same volume of sample (10 uL) was
used on each of the AAO templates and the reference glass
substrate. Damage to the AAO during the vacuum infiltration
process was prevented by using the precision syringe pump,
where the withdrawal rate can be held constant. This allowed

the control of the linear force provided by the pump and
maintained a low pressure in the syringe and chamber.

Viral target RNA from biological patient samples can be
obtained using a commercially available spin-column based
RNA isolation kit, such as the QIAamp Viral RNA kit, with
sample pre-treatment dependent on the sample type [33]–[35].
Additionally, no-kit methods for RNA extraction have been
demonstrated and could be used for isolation of RNA in a
real application.

B. Immobilization of the Probe DNA
Immobilization of the DNA probes on the pore inner surface

was achieved via silanization followed by a homobifunctional
linker. A dry AAO template was first coated with 0.1%
APTMS in ethanol solution using the vacuum infiltration
module. The reaction of the aminosilane with the AAO
involved hydrolysis and condensation that formed siloxane
linkages, along with additional hydrogen bonding and electro-
static interactions. Additional alkoxy groups on the APTMS
can react with neighboring aminosilane molecules to form a
networked silica layer. Excess APTMS residue on top of the
membrane was removed by an ethanol rinse. The membrane
was then dried in air for an hour. Next, the nano-pores were
rinsed with ethanol by vacuum pulling. The membrane was
cured on a hot plate at 120 ◦C to complete the cross-linking,
followed by another rinse in ethanol and dry in air. After the
surface silanization, the same pulling and rinsing processes
were repeated using 2.5% GA in water. The sample was then
dried again in air for an hour. The APTMS-GA modified
AAO membrane had an aldehyde functionality, which can
react with the amine group of the pDNA and form a secondary
amine linkage for immobilization. A 10 uM solution of the 5’-
aminated pDNA was pulled into the AAO nano-pores using
the syringe pumping system. The concentration of 10uM
was selected to be on the same order of magnitude as the
probe DNA used in the conventional DNA microarray printing
process, which uses a similar amine-reactive immobilization
concept [36]. Subsequently, the membrane was rinsed with DI
water and blown dry with air. The probe coated membrane
was covered and incubated for an hour. Afterward, additional
water was pulled through the nano-pores to clean its surface.

C. Detection of the Genomic Target Analytes
Detection of the DNA and RNA target analytes was

performed by a DNA–DNA and DNA-RNA hybridization
method, where 10 uL target solution was added onto the device
surface. RNA can hybridize with a complementary single
strand of DNA to form a heteroduplex by the same mechanism
that complementary DNA strands form a duplex [37]. In the
case of applying surface functionalized AAO membranes,
the process was completed following the same vacuum pulling
procedure as used in the previous immobilization steps. For
the non-porous glass substrate, the 10 uL volume of tDNA
and RNA were spotted directly on the glass surface using
a micropipette. The substrate was covered and incubated at
room temperature for 1 hour and the unhybridized genomic
targets were subsequently rinsed away with sterilized DI water.
After the hybridization step, all devices were placed into a
black polystyrene well plate with coated side facing upward.
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Fig. 3. A syringe pump used to pull vacuum on the system and draw
liquid analytes, such as surface binding reagents, oligos, and rinses, into
the AAO nano-pores. The AAO template was placed on top of a PDMS
chamber, which was connected to a pump with tubing and a syringe
outlet.

Fig. 4. Fluorescence spectra of the SARS-CoV-2 (a) tDNA and
(b) RNA captured by the DNA functionalized membrane sensor in a AAO
membrane with pore diameter d = 200 nm.

Following surface coating and capture steps, the devices were
stored covered at room temperature for up to weeks between
repeated measurements. The coated AAO is functional over
the stability range of the DNA probe itself, including tem-
peratures from room temperature to around 90 ◦C and over a
neutral pH range between 5 and 9. Absorption, top reflected
fluorescence, and bottom transmitted fluorescence were mea-
sured using a Tecan Infinite M Nano+ Pro plate reader
(Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). The excitation wavelength
was 532 nm corresponding to a typical laser line used with
the Cy3 fluorophore. Fluorescence spectra were obtained using
a PTI-QuantaMaster spectrofluorometer (Photon Technology
International, now HORIBA Scientific, Kyoto, Japan) with a
Xe arc lamp. The wavelength of excitation was also 532 nm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fluorescence Measurements and Sensitivity
Enhancement

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the fluorescence spectra of the
SARS-CoV-2 tDNA and RNA immobilized on the AAO

Fig. 5. Fluorescence intensity from the SARS-CoV-2 tDNA using the
AAO membranes with d = 20–200 nm and a non-porous glass. Two
orders of fluorescence enhancement was found from the d = 200 nm
membrane. The large error in the higher fluorescence intensity was due
to the saturation limit of the measurement system.

membranes, each normalized to their emission maximum
respectively. For the tDNA, a strong fluorescent signal was
observed from λ = 550 to 650 nm with a long tail extended
to λ = 750 nm. Meanwhile, the RNA on membranes displayed
a similar spectral profile, indicating our membrane sensors
capable of detecting different genomic targets through oligo
hybridization. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of fluorescence
intensity from membranes with different AAO pore diameter
d, where a strong correlation between d and the fluorescence
intensity was found. Comparing to the tDNA on a glass
template, the membrane with d = 200 nm showed two orders
of fluorescence enhancement. The large error in the high
fluorescence intensity values is due to its values near to the
saturation limit of the measurement system. The significant
increase of fluorescence is contributed by the large surface
area from the nano-pores, since the trapping efficiency of the
genomic targets is determined by the number of the pDNA
binding sites and it is proportional to the available surface
area. Computed from geometric methods, the d = 200 nm
membrane has a substantial surface area of 247 cm2, while
the same sized glass template is only 0.25 cm2. In addition
to the large surface area from the AAO, its nanostructure also
alternates the spatial emission mode of the fluorescence, thus
increasing the optical signals [38], [39]. The optical interfer-
ence caused by the AAO periodic nanostructure introduced
an angle-dependent emission profile and strongly improved
the fluorescence emission efficiency in the out-of-plane direc-
tion [40], [41].

It was also observed that the fluorescence intensity
decreases with the pore size. The intensity from the
d = 160 nm membrane is three times lower than the d =
200 nm, and d = 80 nm membrane is 20 times weaker.
Nevertheless, the surface area of the d = 160 and d = 80 nm
membranes are 1.3x and 2x larger than the d = 200 nm.
The decrease of fluorescence intensity at a smaller d is due
to the blockage of the nano-fluidic channels for the smaller
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Fig. 6. Fluorescence spectra of the SARS–CoV-2 tDNA with decreasing
concentrations of 10 uM, 1 uM, 100 nM, 10 nM, 1 nM, 100 pM, 10 pM
sequence to the immobilized capture probe on d = 200 nm AAO
templates.

AAO pores, since the pore size considerably decreased after
the surface modification and probe immobilization processes.
In addition, some APTMS molecules self-assembled and
formed longer oligomers during the surface silanization.
As such, the thickness of the AAO inner wall was increased
by tens of nanometers for the membranes with d <
100 nm [42]–[45]. Moreover, the nanofluidic channels
of the smaller AAO membranes provide increased fluid
resistance compared to large pore diameters. As the coating
materials and analyte DNA in small pore membranes face
greater resistance during the same vacuum coating process,
the coverage and uniformity of the surface coating may be
reduced, also contributing to a lower signal intensity. Thus,
of those tested devices, the ideal d for hybridization based
oligos detection is the d = 200 nm membrane.

In addition to comparison of AAO and glass substrates,
a concentration study was performed using the d = 200 nm
pore size AAO that showed the highest enhancement of flu-
oresce cent signals. Fig 6. presents the fluorescence spectrum
for a range of target DNA concentrations: 10 uM, 1 uM,
100 nM, 10 nM, 1 nM, 100 pM, and 10 pM. A negative
control, a Cy3-labled DNA target that is non-complementary to
the immobilized probe, was also coated on the AAO substrate
at a concentration of 10 uM. The fluorescence intensity from
the non-hybridized DNA was found to be weaker than the
comparable 10 uM target DNA sample.

A linear detection range near three orders of magnitude
was found, from 10 uM to 10 nM concentrations of tDNA.
The normalized maximum fluorescence intensity versus com-
plementary target DNA concentration is plotted in Fig. 7.,
along with the fitted linear regression model. The limit of
detection can approximated from the signal-to-noise ratio of
concentrations near the limit (SNR ≥ 3.0) [46]. From the
10 pM sample, the noise bandwidth is about 0.002 a.u. with
an overlapping signal of around 0.012 a.u., indicating that the
AAO sensor is capable of detecting analyte in the picomolar
to nanomolar range. Sensitivity is taken to be the slope of the
fitted least squares regression model in the linear detection
range, which is 9.5 × 104 a.u./M.

Fig. 7. Normalized maximum fluorescence intensity versus concen-
tration of complementary target DNA from 10 uM to 10 pM, shown with
fitted linear regression model and confidence intervals. A linear detection
range is found at the concentration between 10 uM and 10 nM.

IV. CONCLUSION

A compact sensing device for detecting SARS-CoV-2
genomic material was demonstrated using a nano-porous AAO
membrane. The pore surface was chemically modified by
APTMS and linker molecule GA to immobilize the probe
DNA oligonucleotides. The sensor was able to trap and iden-
tify SARS-CoV-2 genomic targets utilizing a DNA-DNA and
DNA-RNA hybridization method. A two orders of magnitude
fluorescence enhancement was achieved due to the large sur-
face area created by the nano-porous structure. Additionally,
an optimized pore diameter preventing the blockage of nano-
fluidic channels was found at d = 200 nm. The surface
functionalized membrane device provides an accurate and
miniaturized sensing component for the development of PoC
viral diagnostics.
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